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askance
Directed to one side with or as if with doubt or suspicion or envy-
Elizabeth Bowen.
Her eyes with their misted askance look.

behold
See or observe (someone or something, especially of remarkable or
impressive nature.
Behold Christ.

binoculars An optical instrument designed for simultaneous use by both eyes.

blindly Without preparation or reflection; without a rational basis.
She began groping blindly in the dark.

blink Try to control or prevent tears by blinking.
Out on the marshes there was a blink of light.

blinking Used to express annoyance.
I ll sign off however I blinking well like.

chauvinism Activity indicative of belief in the superiority of men over women.
There is very little national chauvinism in the country today.

crippled Severely damaged or malfunctioning.
His rule left the country with a crippled economy.

eyelid Each of the upper and lower folds of skin which cover the eye when
closed.

eyesight A person’s ability to see.
Poor eyesight ended his plans for a naval career.

flicker Shine unsteadily.
Amusement flickered briefly in his eyes.

gaze
(in literary theory) a particular perspective considered as embodying
certain aspects of the relationship between observer and observed.
Offices screened from the public gaze.
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leer Look or gaze in a lascivious or unpleasant way.
Bystanders were leering at the nude painting.

macroscopic Large enough to be visible with the naked eye.

ocular Visible- Shakespeare.
Ocular inspection.

oculist
A medical doctor specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases
of the eye.
He visited an oculist in Chicago who prescribed a pair of reading
glasses.

optic A lens or other optical component in an optical instrument.
The optic or optical axis of the eye.

seeing The action of seeing someone or something.
He had given the seeing as fair.

shortsightedness (ophthalmology) eyesight abnormality resulting from the eye’s faulty
refractive ability; distant objects appear blurred.

sidelong Directed to or from one side.
Darting eyes looking sidelong out of a wizened face.

sight Adjust the sight of a firearm or optical instrument.
She offered to show me the sights.

sightless Invisible.
Blank sightless eyes.

squint Be cross eyed have a squint or strabismus.
The bright sun made them squint.

stare Fixate one’s eyes.
He looked away pretending to stare out of the window.

telescopic Capable of viewing and magnifying distant objects.
A telescopic umbrella.

unnamed Being or having an unknown or unnamed source.
An unnamed donor.

vision The images seen on a television screen.
He had a vision of the Virgin Mary.

visual Visible.
Visual navigation.

watch See or watch.
He told me my telephones were tapped and that I was being watched.

wink An act of winking.
The diamond on her finger winked in the moonlight.
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